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lost heavily as a result of the victory. Their moral standards have
all been upset, and the strife after the life of the movement, and
the disregard for truth and Honesty in international dealings is
becoming more and more apparent every day. Can any good
come out of a war, however 'righteous' it may be? Arc we not
bound to oppose it and invite suffering for the cause rather than in
any way acquiesce in it either passively or actively? Do you not
believe that the pacifists served the cause better than those who
actively engaged in the war? What you say might represent the
state of your mind in 1914 when you thought there was a sense of
justice in the British mentality. Do you now feel that it was right?
If another war were declared tomorrow, would you volunteer
your help to England in the hope that you would be making things
better after the war? I know I have not presented the case in the
best way, but you can understand what it is that I am trying to
tell you, and I shall be glad to have reply."
I agree with the correspondent that he has not present-
ed his case 'in the best way5, but he does represent a type
of readers who will not read carefully even writings that
are meant to be serious, simply because they happen to be
found in a weekly journal. If readers like the correspondent
will re-read the chapter in question, they will be able to
deduce from it that
 1.	I did not offer my services because I believed in
war, I offered them because I could not avoid participation
in it at least indirectly.
 2.	I had no status to resist participation.
 3.	I do not believe that war can be avoided by taking
part in it, even as I do not believe that evil can be avoided
by participation in it. This, however, needs to be disting-
uished from sincerely helpless participation in many things
we hold to be evil or undesirable.
 4.	The anarchist's argument is irrelevant as his parti-
cipation in terrorism is deliberate, voluntary and precon-
ceived.

 5.	The war certainly did not do good to the so-called
victors.
 6.	The pacifist resisters who suffered imprisonment
certainly served the cause of peace.

